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GOP to Pull Sessions Chairmanship & Give it to Enzi--BAD!!!
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 Sen. Jeff Sessions has been the most vocal critic of President Obama’s lawlessness especially in regards to his "Executive Amnesty" plans.  Sessions has proven in the past that he CAN and WILL use the power of the purse to stop it.   Sen. Sessions was a shoe-in for the Budget Committee chairmanship but as Obama prepares to unveil is amnesty plans tonight the GOP leadership is looking to kick Sessions out as chairman and put in the Sen. Enzi (R-WY).  Maybe it’s because Sen. Enzi isn’t a wave maker.   We made it VERY clear on November 4th that we don’t want wimpy leaders in DC!  We voted for people who would stand up to lawlessness.  I don’t know about you but I am furious over this move. 


 WE MUST ACT NOW!  Two messages with each call!

 

1. Sessions, not Enzi, for Budget Committee Chairmanship!

2. Stop the Lawlessness of Executive Amnesty!

 

 

Phone Calls are VERY effective-more so than emails.  Phone calls to DC are what stopped Amnesty from passing in August.  It only takes about 30 seconds to call your representative.  I suggest you call EVERY representative and both senators from your state.  Your message can be as simple as:  “Stop the lawlessness of Executive Amnesty!“ 

 

Click here to see the email I sent yesterday talking about the House Appropriations' "Omnibus bill" that WILL fund Obama’s “Executive Amnesty” program.   See the list in the email link and if your representative is on the committee then call them immediately and tell them to vote “NO”.   Rep. Roby and Rep. Aderholt are on the committee-so EVERYONE in Alabama should call them!

I recommend you read these 2 articles.  ‘Open Rebellion’: Chaos if Republicans Don’t Withhold Funding for Obama's Executive Amnesty, and the other is Rush Limbaugh’s transcript talking about the GOP pulling Sen. Sessions chairmanship. 

In Liberty,

Becky Gerritson, WTP President 

 JUST DO IT!


 Generate a groundswell by forwarding to your friends!
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